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The current paradox between the increasing interest
in the utilization of computer-assisted instruction (CAI) and the
decreasing financial support from the Federal Government is briefly
surveyed in the introduction of this annotated bibliography. The
author also discusses the major problems that are now prevalent in
CAI utilization: the lack of specialized programing and the scarcity
of research based knowledge. An annotated bibliography of some 40
recent articles is divided into the categories of CAI planning and
utilization, case studies of utilization, attitudes toward CAI, cost
effectiveness studies, research trends in student-CAI interaction,
and the future prospects and policies. (MC)
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INTRODUCTION

At the pre ,ent time computer assisted instruction (( I is

Laced with a curious paradox, interest in ( Al utili/ation is
imr...asing at the school district and classroom level in edu-
-won while financial support (root the Federal Govern-
ment for research demonstration and loth/Litton projects is
decreasing

Federal Support

A recer t review of Office of I duration (01 1 ( Al ptoiects
by Grayson and Robbins* i 1972) illustral,2, J dramatic de-
cline in 01 yearly support for ('A I. even though more than
SI 10 million was spent on ('Al school programs between
1966 and 1971 Drxenchantirici;: al the Federal level may
he temporary I he newly created National Institute of
I ditcation (NIL) is expected to absorb most of the ('Al
projects originally managed by 01- [here is some feeling
in NI1 that the 01. projects did not pay off as much as ex-
pected.' e too much emphasis was placed on demonstration
projects and hardware development while evaluation, re-
search and software development were neglected Nil is
now in the process of studying problems and reformulating
policy for the entire area of educational technology includ-
ing CAI In many other federal agencies the current empha-
sis is on support for projects which develop and test soft-
ware Attention is also being given to problems involved in
cataloging and disseminating software already available
from government sponsored projects

It is safe to suggest that in the next five years local CAI
projects will not enjoy the same level of financial support
from the Federal Government received in the previous five
years [he current transitional period in government policy
toward CAI may he due as much to limited funds as to any
major problems associated with our previous experience
with using computers in instruction

CAI in the Classroom

Local interest in CAI is partially due to the success of fed-
erally sponsored programs in demonstrating that CAI is
feasible and, under certain circumstances, cost effective
Many school districts have now had a chance to either use
or observe the operation of successful (-Al projects Fears
that CAI would dehumanize instruction have been softened
by recent evidence (e g. Gipson, 1971 page 6 in this
review) that many students, especially the disadvantaged,
view the experience as an exceptionally equitable form of
instruction.

Teachers are less reluctant to involve themselves in CAI
programs because experience has suggested that classroom
computer applications will not work without their active
and knowledgeable participation (see e.g Burrows, 1970,
page 6 in this review)

*Grayson, L. P. and J. B. Robbins, U.S Offtce of Educa-
tion Support of Computer Activities 1965-1971, Report
No. OF 12044-71 U.S. Government Printing Office,
April 1972. See also' Grayson, L. P., "The U.S. Office of
Education and Computer Activities. A summary of sup-
port," Educational Technology, 11 ( 1 1 ), November, 1971,
pages 51-54.

Major Problems in CAI Use

1 he most serious problems cunt,' iing those w who wish to
use computenied instro, ,on in schools are the lack of
speciah/ed protar.:antung and scarcity of research-based
knowled.,:. which will contribute to ettec fice mill/awn
i!c. first problem might he partially solved by J thor,ugh

examination of computer prograitis and c Ulric t1111111 which
have been developed in previous government protects and
which are JI,J11Jble to local school districts at a 111111111111111
cost Sections One (Planning and t tilwation) and I v.()
(Case Studies) are Included in this rev iew of trends .1% exam-
ples of the types of information about such programs axml-
able from the RR stein

I he second ditficulty,. a lack of suff icient research in the
area, is more acute Section Five (Research I rends) asp:
L lady the article by Maze'. 1969. page 7 describes a line
of inquiry which shows great promise I he huge storage
capacity of most computer systems makes it possible to de-
sign individualised instruction which is based on the unique
abilities. aptitudes traits, and preferences of each student
Iheoretically. futuristic computer instruction could pro% ide
each student client with a "specially tailored" lesson
Another benefit of this line of inquiry is advance knowledge
for educational administrators of what it costs to teach stu-
dents whose abilities are known.

Additional sections of the review deal with research evi-
dence on attitudes (Section 'I hree). examples of studies
which examine the various cost factors which should he
considered in employing ('At in schools iSection Four),
and papers which have examined future prospects and pol-
icy considerations (Section Six).

Speculation About the Future of CAI

Though one should be wary of suggesting that any thing in
education is inevitable. computerized instruction seems
destined to become the most important technological de-
vice for the shaping and delivery of instruction

As the mechanical sophistication of computer generated
graphics and null() increases and costs decrease. the com-
puter might be expected to effectively replace the tech-
nology currently associated with media such as movies.
television, still photographs, line drawings, and so on The
hardware to make these innovations possible is being devel-
oped in industry. It would be more comforting if our con-
fidence in the steady growth of the technology of CAI
could be matched with assurance, that we will generate
sufficient research and experiential knowledge about how
and what students learn from computerized instruction



ORDERING INFORMATION

I o older dot. !mews iron) the I RR syt:In. note the listed
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CAI PLANNING AND UTILIZATION

llott have others used computer assisted instrui-

What computer p ograms are available to imple-
ment CAI in .o school districts'

What factors should he considered In planning
CAI use'

Computer Literature Bibliography 1946 to 1963

W. W Youden, National Bureau of Standards, Department
of Commerce, Washington, D.('., Institute for Applied
fechnology, 1965, 463 pages. Available from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D C. 20402 as document 1966- 0 -796-
980 for S3 75.

Over 6.100 references are contained in this bibliography of
computer literature published from 1946 to 1963. The full
titles and all of the authors of every article published in 9
Journals, 21 books, and over 100 proceedings are included.
[he books selected are those that have chapters by individ-
ual authors, as such chapters are not normally indexed in
most libraries Articles are listed under the publication in
which they appeared The title of the publication, the
publisher. year of publication, and the Library of Congress
classification and catalog card number are given For pro-
ceedings, the location and date of the meeting is noted A
key-word-in-context index can he used to find an article if
any part of its title is known or to find all articles whose
titles include a particular word or phrase. An author Index
lists all authors of each article, but does not indicate
whether an individual is the sole author of the article

Computer Literature Bibliography; Volume 2, 1964-1967.

W W. Youden, National Bureau of Standards, Department
of Commerce, Washington, D.C., Institute for Applied
Technology, 1968. 381 page. Available from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D (' as document 1968-0-322-559 for
S5.

In this second volume of a two volume bibliography of
computer literature, approximately 5,200 references from
1964 to 1967 are listed The filll titles and the names of all
the authors of articles published in 17 journals, 20 books,
and 43 conference proceedings are given In addition,

ieteiemes to all items that were le% ievvcd in the Institute of
leL trkal and I leLtroniLs I ngineeis I I tallsaLtion,

on I leLtronn. ( omputeis hate been nil hided hibliLations
ale listed In diphdhellt.di older by an assigned Joon% Iii
Wit hut cacti acronym, the references are listed In eat.
issue number, and page number sequence I or cal h publi-
cation the hlbhography gites the title. name of pul,tishez
year 01 publication Library of ( ongre,, Llassitkation and
catalog Lard number. and. for proceedings the location
and date of the meeting key -word -in- contest index
provides a means 01 locating an item It any part of its title

known An author index lists all authors of each item,
but does not indicate %%heftier an individual I, its sole
author

CAI Systems Past, Present, and Future.

Samuel 1., 1-eingold, System Development Corporation.
Santa Monica. California, 1970, 9 pages. 1vallable from
the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and technical
Information. Springfield, Virginia 22151 as duct' menr
AD-702 686 for 9S in microfiche and S3 in Xerox bard-
copy

In considering the development of computer-assisted in-
struction (('AI) systems over the nast eleven years. one can
see a pattern of interaction betw 'ell advances in computer
hardwarL and software and Lot t-wing efforts to solve the
basic problems of ('Al p, oblevls of achieving a natural-
language capability, of keep.ng the cost low, and of making
coding and editing easier As new equipment and the hoe'
level languages became available, solutions to one or
another of these basic problems have become feasible. Now.
in the fourth generation of ('Al, we have on line, time-
sharing capabilities and a powerful and flexible language
that embodies both program logic and instructional con-
tent. This pattern gives some hint of how things will
proceed in the future: through a continuing iteration be-
tween technology in the forms of the mini-computer on
the one hand and the extremely large time-share facility
on the other and further efforts to solve the more compli-
cated needs that face us now

Teacher Control in Computer 4ssisted Instruction.
ED 066 027.

Peter Calingaert, 1972, 23 pages FDRS priee microfiche
65c Xerox hardcopy S3 29

Systems of computer-assisted instruction (('Al) can be clas-
sified according to whether the author, student, or teacher
controls the interaction between the student and the com-
puter Both author-cc-mu-oiled and student-controlled ('Al
have the advantages of individualized instruction, privacy
for mistakes, and flexibility, but are tremendously expen-
sive Student-controlled ('Al further allows a student to be
much more active, but also makes supervision difficult A
teacher-controlled system used as another teaching tool
before a whole class of students is much cheaper than the
other types of ('Al, and adds to the computer program an
intelligent subsystem. the teacher, to filter input and mode



fy the stream of presentation eacher-controlled (
gives up the advantages of individual attention. privacy and

but the criterion of cost-effectiveness make, It
an attractive possibility in the hands of a skill! u! teacher

A Program to Teach Programming

Robert R Feniehel and others. Massachusetts Institute of
!ethnology ( ambridge. 1969. ti pages Available f row the
National iethnical Information Service. Spring! iced.
Virginia 22151 as document AD-706 2(5 for )Sc in inero-
fiche and 53 in Xerox hardcopy

1 he TIACII system w as developed to provide inexpensive.
effective, virtually instruetorless instruction in programing
1 he TLACII system employed an interactive larguage.
UNCL Iwo full sections of the I I-A( II course were
taught the results of this experience suggested ways in
which the research and development effort on the system
should he continued and provided information for evaluat-
ing the effectiveness of the course. Pedagogically, the
system appears to be successful, straighttorward reimplemen-
tation should make it economically successful as well. An
appendix contains a complete description of the UNCL
interpreter.

Teacher-Student Authored CAI Using the NEWBASIC/
CATALYST System. ED 043 235.

T. A. Dwyer, Pittsburgh University. Pennsylvania, 1970,
21 pages. EDRS price microfiche 65c, Xerox hardcopy
53.29.

Using an interactive computer system called NEWBASIC/
CA FA LYST, both students and teachers can act as authors
of programs NEWBASIC/CATALYS r incorporates an
implementation of BASIC, system-level interactive fea-
tures, and a general capability for extension through use-
oriented function attachment Interacting at the system
level, students can mix the advantages of independent or
"solo" mode computing with those of guided or "dual"
mode interaction. Illustrations of this are given. Prelim-
inary experience with the system was in an urban secondary
school setting

DISCUS Interactive System Users' Manual. Final Report.
ED 060 919.

Steven S. Silver and Joseph C Meredith. University of
California at Berkeley, Institute of Library Research, 1971,
173 pages. EDRS price microfiche 65c. Xerox hardcopy
$6 58.

The results of the second 18 months (December 15, 1968-
June 30, 1970) of effort toward developing an Information
Processing Laboratory for research and education to library
science is reported in six volumes. This volume contains.
the basic on-line interchange, DISCUS operations, pro-
gramming in DISCUS, concise DISCUS specifications.
system author mode, and exercises. DISCUS is an interpre-
tive man-computer interface system The six parts of this
manual contain (1) an introduction to the general idea of

3

conii,...'er assisted ins' ru(tion. 2.) an explavat, /I: .0 the
seccial S cements. ;) a ilisc ussion of the role of
04. mop./ miner th author, in Il uctor 141 del ltil
turns and sr:en:cations, ist sole/t :1 of th. prod. iii
debugging tacilities provided by the HIS( :ang and
I61 six series of exert. Ise, supplementing Parts 11
Other .olumes of this report Ile a, I U 06U o
I) 360 017. 11) 060 018 and FD 060 020

computer Terminal Selection Some Instructional .d
.yehological implications. ED 054 651.

R Wow n and Harold I- O'Neii I loda Slate
University.] allahassee. Computer-Assisted In .1 ruttil/is
Center. 1071.29 pages I DRS I ice inicrof.ehe
Xerox hardcopy :3 2)

!-actors' Inch have previously provided the i for re-
cisions as to the use of CR1 (cathode ray 1nbe) 01 iele,
terminals in computer-assisted instruction ((AI) may oc
creasing in importance Specifically. differential .ct.. tsr
and teleprocessing capability may no longer provide a basis
for differentiating between CRT, a:Id teletypes In this
paper several experiments are reviewed. and the instruc-
tional and psychological implications of instructional ter-
minals arc discussed The major terminal characteristics
discussed are cost. teleprocessing capability. presentatui
rate, and display mode The major instructional and psyt ho-
logical implications discussed are device memory load fac-
tors and instructional time and cltitteney Student e'iar-
acterisOcs of intelligence and anxiety are discussed in rela-
tion to instructional terminal characteristics

Measurement Techniques for Individualized Instruction
in CAI. ED 053 550.

Duncan N. Hansen and Barbara ! Johnson. Honda State
University, Tallahassee, C...mpater-Assisted Instruction
:enter, 1971, 28 pages. LDRS price microfiche 65c.
terox hardcopy $3

Individualized mstru..-t ion presents problems in measurement
which challenge the .onventional measuretaent paradigms
Measurement techniques must take into c onsideration the
problems of ite-n vmance characterstics omputer-
as-sted instruction (CAI). idiosyncratic learning sequences.
and lack of a model for effectiveness ,assessment The
strategies used at the Florida State t .iversity CAI Center
locus on two major goals measurement to provide li!or-
mation on pi' tonnes for revision within the ( Al c' .se
materials and measurement to increase the effc .ir,cness 01
the instructional process Measurement teelinnoes which
are suited to evaluate three levels of course characteris-
tics- microf raine concept segments within ('Al course and
effectiveness modc Is are described and tor: seeable future
trends are briefly discussed
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:t mentary Education

Progiairs Childhood Education. A Computer-
A s-s , Language Experience Which Allows Children to
- Nate rleir Own Reading Lessons. ED 044 432.

Institutes for Researeb in the lieb.o.un al Seim es,
I too Cali:n-nia 1971 2 -' pages IDRS prcc nuero-

65., hardtop!. S.'t _4)

Oi. buntbed black children in two all -black elementary
ols in ii al I', rtda sere taaglit reading by a method

Jesei wed .. rofteient. tied, Oral. Visual, Aural. Com puter-
Wc:: Kinest:u ti. tDOVA('Is). The children dictated their

.14 -ones in -mil Afro-A inencati dialect on dicta-
phone belts A coin.cter furnished t rintouts of the stones
fw the children to a d hey could aka hear their own
Noidis played hack on recordings made by the teacher

ac:' new word a student used was recorded by the com-
puter. thus a running record of a child's vocabulary develop-
ment was cleated. Reading progress was achieved by intro-
diking students to standard Lnglish usage through composite
stories. rhese were standard I- nglish versions of the pond's
own dictation and gave him a chance to recognize his own
words and thoughts in a different context Periodic tests
were given to evaluate the -ludents progress z.nd needs
The computer printed out J weekly pupil progress report
which the teacher used to prel,enbe corrective steps.
Present cost per student for the DOVA( K approach is
5770 above the regular district expenditure of 5658 Par-
ent support for the program is very good, and parents of
children not in the program are aJcing for an expansion of
the plgrain to include all the children

A Computer-Based Instructional Management Program for
Classroom Use. ED 052 621.

Richard F Sass, Pittsburgh University, Peni.-ylvania. Learn-
ing kt s..arch and Development Center. 1971, 76 pages.
1-,1)1 ?c price nzrofiche 65e. Xerox hardcopy S3 29

An instructional manageii:c-it program was developed to
assist students in scle.:ting1-arning aclivities 1 he program
was based on a general model foi srmifying hierarchical
curriculum structure This model was developed using the
directed graph, a mathematical form of a structura! model
A hierarchy could then he generated from the curriculum
designer's responses about the prerequi,:t,. relationships
among the lessons in his curriculum Using a student mas-
tery data base, programs were designed to input data on a
student's mastery of lessons, list data, and output options
for learning activities for students The program to provide
options eliminated lessons which students had already mas-
tered and printed out an option only if all its prerequisites

4

had been mastered Also. teedbaelc allow Jens it les ch.,:sen
N.as returned to the desnmei I low: hart, Ior Illisi pro
grams are 1IldlIded I ield tests of the pioo.ons III a lost
grade science etass led to the Lone fusion Mai its tutu:..

requires mature students. a Ida. Is nee in:
structional setting. J quick and lchehle eomputer `s ,

outside financing. dose tics to sloom IIIJIlage111e I nil
J structured c urriculum based on we!! :feinted obit

INDICOM. (Individual Communiciitio. Sy stem) Final
Report. ED 061 707.

W'atertord 1 ow nship School Distriet Pontiac. 41ictug
1970. 100 pages I:DRS price nucrotiehe hardcopy
53 29

1 he Individual Communicationsions System (IN DR OM : -.vas
begun in 1967 in Waterford S, -pool District. MO/
one of the first public school compute' -assisted instruetu
projects in the Midwest Its speeific aim in :1.1,cl:41)111g
was to fuse the latest technology with the hes' thiids r
education so as to create an instructional sy:teni is ii. di
would allow each student to enter at h. own le- '
proceed at his own pace I his documen; lc
book and complete description of the progr a.i
personnel. INDICOMs directors maintam.ii t. it ,:t
instructional innovation must begin with the IL 'IL

were trained in ('Al program design) or it c:'; enc.
the classroom door Full description of the .1-, 1
of all aspects of the program is given Thc ,

pressed throughout that INDICOM's exponent..
great :,uccess and that it documents the potent...1: colt
puter instrt:.non in individualizing teaching and to solvilig
the problems of U S public education.

Secondary Education

A Commonwealth Consortium to Develop. Imptc.-
Evaluate a Pilot Program of Computer-Assisted lost.
for Urban High Schools. Erni Report. ED G5' b04.

Harold F Mitzel and others, Pittsburgh Un:-.
Pennsylvania, School of Education. 1971, 2 I pages
FDRS price microfiche 65c, Xerox hardcopy 59.87

The school districts of Pittsburgh and Philadelphia, the
Department of 1dueation of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania. and Pennsylvania State University formed
the Computer-Assisted Instruction Consortium to develop
and evaluate two high school mathematics programs utiliz-
ing the medium of computer-assisted instruction. The
first 18 months of the project (anti) fall of 1969) were
spent in curriculum development activities A full-year
trial of the materials provided feedback for course revision
and blocking of exercises into units During the school year
1970-71 the Consortium worked on a major evaluation
effort, dissemination activities. and polishing the curneu-
lum materials in general mathematics and algebra I he
predominant theme for the curriculum was teacher-



monitored Independent stud) to' each student I wo Main
types Of material Lomposed ,he indiL.dual studs MFR. U-

an "on-line- or Lomoutcr-mediated Lomponent
mot% mg student;Lontent Intel-dawn at the Lomputer ter-
minal and an Component Lonsvaing of selt-stud)
in a %arid) of modes. such %.orkbooks. I dinstrips pu/-
/les. games and textbooks Bath the general mat hematiLs
and the algebra material were designed to appeal to urban
youth i he course de%elopment. summatoe evaluation.
and a Lost analysis oi the sydem are presented along with
summaries of the Lourses and the materials piepared for them

On the Importance of Complexity in Supportive Systems
for Educational Computing ED 053 565

lhomas A Dwyer. 1970, 8 pages I DRS pike miLrof 1Lhe
65L. Xerox hardcopy S3 29

To help investigators become more aware of hidden limita-
tions in their work, some important supportive systems to
the application of interactive Computing in edi.cat,on are
described. Support systems are grouped under the heading,
of technical support, pedagogical and logistical support. and
administrative support and are further illt.strated by exam-
ples under each heading Teihnical supoort Includes system-
level software, language-level software. and research and
development. pedagogical and logistical support is divided
into curriculum material support, scheduling. and critical
size, and administrative support covers teacher training.
publu. relations, and economics Within each example.
three levels of complexity are given to alert educators to
the fact that they are dealing with a variety of constraints
and to recommend that they take this into account in their
planning and ultimate evaluation The author draws on his
experience with Project Solo, a program concerned with the
use of interactive computing within conventional secon-
dary schools, to point out that systems of inadequate com-
plexity can interact on a total effort in a negative. but often
hidden manner

See also- Teacher-Student Authored ('Al page 3

Commu.sity College and University

Research and Implementation of Collegiate Instruction of
Physics Via ComputerAssisted Instruction. Volume I.
Final Report. ED 059 609.

Duncan N Hansen and others, Florida State University,
Tallahassee, Computer-Assisted Instruction Center, 1968,
150 pages EDRS price microfiche 65c Xerox hardcopy
S6 58

A large scale investigation into the development and effeL-
tivenes% of a collegiate level computer-assisted instruction
(( Al) course in undergraduate physics is reported The
work, which began in 1966, involved a full commitment to
invetip te all phases of the development, execution, revi-
sion, and cost-effectiveness of a ('Al physics Course from a
research point of view This volume of the study covers the
topics of- I I the statement of problems, 2) the background
literature, 3) the developmental curriculum processes, 4) a

5

dc.4.ription ot the multimedia technique, used w ithin the
tonaSe 4; I J set ot physks problem exer.i.e, and of

e three .tab.equent held .tudie. It Lon, lude, with pi es-

cLiaoon on Lost anal) sis and J ,unum.uy of Inipol ,(in-
ch aeon, ollallie 2 of the stud) (I I) Os,/ old) piesents
tht appemilLt s that desLobe m Complete detail the nature
of the learninc material and ealuatie instruments utili/ed

olcine 1 1 1 l) 059 611 1 is J presentation ot the (
Lurrhulum

Computer Assisted Instruction of College Physics Students
in Small Groups. Final Report. ED 064 952

Glen I Gerrell. 1972. 49 pages I DRS :IriLe IL.lkrot I e

65L. Xerox hardcopy S3 29

An experiment was performed in J two Semester introduc-
tory Lollege physics course for non-sciince maior. 1 he

goal of the experiment was to determine the extent to
which computer-assisted instruction 1( All and knowledge
of group dy namiLs an overLome the serious instruLtional
problems of large introduLtoo lecture Courses Students
were divided into three sections. Students in one section
received the ('Al as individual students, students in another
section studied in small groups and received the ('Al as a
group. the third section served as a control group Academ-
ic achievement, attitudinal development and the soLiometry
of the student, in th0 test sections were studied It was
found that the students preferred small group instruction
The students studying in small groups sometimes achieved
aLademic results which were superior to the control grotmp.
but occasion Illy the small group produced signifiLantly
inferior results When this happened. the group also
demonstratA a sIgnifiLant deterioration in social structure
The small group instruction had a inuLh lower cost per
pupil than did t'ie individual use of CAI It was therefore
concluded that a Combination of CAI and careful attention
to group dynamic, may be an effective and economical way
to solve the problem of large group instruction in intro-
ductory college courses

See also Justifying ('Al ,n Mainline Instruction page 6

Systems ConLepts and Coinputer-Managed Instruc-
tion. pag: 7

Anxiety , Drive Theory. page 8
Computers in Instruction Their Future page 9

ATTITUDES TOWARD CAISTUDENTS,
TEACHERS AND SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

How do the 'attitudes of students, teachers and
administrators toward CAI influence success.'

Use of Computer Assisted Instruction for Teaching Mathe-
matics to the Disadvantaged ED 051 672.

Joella Gipson, 1971, 23 pages EDRS price microfiche 65c,
Xerox hardcopy $3.29.

Uhe instructional needs of culturally disadvantaged stu-
dents must be differentiated from the needs of slow learners



and from the needs of mentally retarded children I he
char,4tteristits of a disadvantaged student's family strut-
tine. home environment, and neighborhood all al leLl his
learning potential I he special needs of disadvantaged stu-
dints suggest that particularly in the field of mathematics
instrut non. modern electronic technology will he helptul
( °inviter, may he especially useful in that they allow
the program of instruction to be inthiodualued to suit the
student's needs xperience with computer-assisted instruc-
tion I( Alt drill-and-practice programs such as those devel-
oped by the Institute for Mathematical Studies in Social
Science, by the IBM Watson Research Center. and by RCA
indicates that improvements in performance and student
and teacher attitudes may be expected when CAI is used
with disadvantaged students. CAI can be useful in over-
coming negative teacher attitudes toward disadvantaged
students, in teaching students to follow instructions, and
in stimulating student interest CAI would seem to be an
important tool to he used to overcome learning problems
created by a deprived environment. A table list ng CAI
programs for the disadvantaged is provided.

Coast's Practitioners Review Computer Assisted Instruc-
tion. ED 060 847.

Richard W Brightman, ( oast Community College, Costa
Mesa. California, 1972, 31 pages. EDRS price microfiche
65c, Xerox hardcopy $3.29.

A review of the literature concerning computer assisted
instruction (CAI) yielded 23 assertions of the value of
CAI as an instructional technique. Sixty-seven faculty
members in two community colleges who have had oppor-
tunities to u.:e ('Al were surveyed as to their agreement
or disagreement with each assertion. The faculty responses
showed widespread agreement with all 23 assertions with a
few differences of opinion appearing between faculty mem-
bers teaching technical and those teaching non-technical
subjects. Comments made by the respondents suggest a
need for data file access for ('Al purposes and that alter-
native instructional systems may be more effective than
CAI in realizing some of the assertions The author recom-
mends that considerably more research is needed to com-
pare the relative costs of ('Al and to assess whether r3. not
its increased effectiveness, if any, is justified

Persistent Problems in System Development. ED 046 436.

J H. Burrows. Mitre Corporation, Bedford. Massachusetts,
1970, 48 pages EDRS price microfic le 65c. Xerox hard-
copy $3.29

Technological innovation in the form of the introduction of
a formal information system represents change to the
people within the organizatior. This paper (presented to
California Educational Admnistrators participating in
the Executive Information Systems program of Operation
PEP -Prepare Educational Planners) is directed to those
managers who initiate the introduction of a new system
and are responsible for the successful assimilation of it into
their organization Such a change presents problems,
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%lila it not approached correctly call negate all) ANIL1-
paled benefits Problems of orgamiat,on 1111oRe the t)i,
management. middle managers and the bottom of the
organuational structure 1, institutors of a new intoi ma-
tron system. the top-level managers must he tertam that
those below them fret and .tense benefits as active partici-
pants in the system des1;rn development and use Prob-
lems of change and growth encompass III chances M IWO!
'nation flow and availability .1 2) personnel growth.131
applications. 14 I cost, and (51 new employee, I he problems
resulting from the consideration of standards versus adapta-
bility when contemplating a new information system must
he settled by top management in light of the particular
needs of their organuation so that it will he flexible and
workable

The Computer as a Socializing Agent Some
Socioaffective Outcomes of CAI. ED 044 942.

Robert I) Hess and others. Stanford ( enter for
Research and Development in Teaching Stanford
University. 1970. 141 pages EDRS price microfiche
65c. Xerox hardcopy $6 58

The socialiiing role of computer-assisted instruction
(('Al) was seen to he a positive one in this study I he
students, predominantly Mexican-American, who exper-
ienced ('Al, and other students, in a control group, who
did not, liked the computer They thought it gave the
right answers and they respected it as having a vast
array of information available to it They also saw it
.t!, fair, trusted its evaluations as well as its handling of
task assignments and sometimes attributed to it d'l almost
human role. Feelings of greater trust in the learning
situation managed via computer as compared to a learn-
ing situation monitored by a teacher were especially
evident among ('Al students On the other hand, while
both groups tended to ascribe charismatic qualities to
the computer rather than to the teacher. CAI student!.
were more aware than their Non -CAI peers of the coin
puter's unresponsiveness to students' eventual desires to
change the course or the content of its lessons Greater
confidence in the computer as compared to the teacher
may follow from the fact that the teacher is perceived
as evaluating student performance in mathematics tasks
on the basis of behavior not related to these tasks

Sec also. Anxiety, Drive Theory . page 8

COST EFFECTIVENESS STUDIES

What does CAI cost'

Justifying CAI in Mainline Instruction. ED 052 601.

victor C Bunderson, Texas University, Austin,
Computer-Assisted Instruction Lab. 197U, 29 pages
EDRS price microfiche 65c. Xerox hardcopy $3 29

Costs and production requirements for developing "main-
line," as distinguished from "adjunct" computer-assisted
instruction (CAI), are discussed "Mainline" programs are



Lomplete systems shish teach an entire emuuse while
adjunct" programs supplement a regular course Main-

line ( Al programs .ire expensive A Lourse equivalent to a
three - credit semester course usually takes a year to %rite
and another year to evaluate Present Lost, range from at
least S5 000 to S 10 000 per student hour. and at best, they
might he reduced to 53.000 an hour assuming the existence
of languages. systems and authoring techniques which are
still under development However. one possible individual-
ized instruLtion environment which could accommodate
the logistics of CAI is described and illustrated It makes
extensive use of program design and supplementary help by
teaching assistants This model. which uses as an example a
course in college freshman mathematics. has been shown to
he reasonably effective and to be more economical than
traditional instructu

Systems Concepts and Computer-Managed
Instruction: An Implementation and Validation
Study. ED 050 543.

Walter Dick and Paul Gallagher. Florida State University
I allahassee, Computer-Assisted Instruction Center. 1971,
27 pages I DRS price microfiche 65k, Xerox hardiopy
S3 29

The Florida State model of computer-managed instruc-
tion (CMI) differs from other such models in that it as-
sumes a student will achieve his maximum performance
level by intericting directly with the computer in order to
evaluate his learning experience In this system the com-
puter plays the role of real-time diagnostician and prescriber
for the student and serves as a master record-keeper f it the
entire student population To test this model of CM1,
systems concepts were used in developing a programed
course :o teach graduate education students the techniques
of programed instruction In a field trial of the course.
four instructional presentations were used' students fol-
lowed a fixed sequence of tasks and had a graduate student
evaluate their progress, students selected their own sequence
of tasks and had a graduate student evaluate their progress,
students followed a fixed sequence and evaluated their
progress with the aid of a iomputer, and students selected
their own sequence and euluat,:d their progress with the
aid of a computer No significant differences were found
among the experimental treatment groups Student per-
formance on the cognitive portion of the course was ex-
cellent, and it was estimated that the cost of conductingng
the course via ( MI was one-halt to one-third the cost of
Lonventional graduate instruction

See also: Media Programs Childhood Education
page 4

A Commonwealth Consortium page 4
Research and Implementation of Collegiate

Instruction . page 5
Computer Assisted Instruction of College

Physics . page 5
Coast's Piactitioners . page 6
lducational Production Functions
The New Instructional technologies
Educational Computer Utilization

page 9

Page 9
page 9

RESEARCH TRENDS: INTERACTIONS
BETWEEN STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

AND VARIETIES OF CAI

What emphasis should he placed on CAI le-
search7

Which of the possible research directions pro-
vides the greatest payoff"'

7

What does "Inchittlual,:td oisttut Hon !mph
lot the teteart het '

What mlopmation it aratlahle from wet tons it
sew. It it Ito It it III make C.-1 I planning and
uttl,:atittn more efIet in i '

The Impending Instructional Revolution. ED 036 46'

Harold I Miliel. 1969. 20 pages Speech presented at the
77th Meeting of the American Society for I ngineeling 1 (Id-
Lation.Cniversity Park. Pennsylvania 1 DRS pace micro-
!idle 65i. Xerox hardLopy S3 29

I he last three decades of the twentieth century will witness
a L:rastii change in the business of providing instruction in
st.h3ols and colleges The idea of "individuailiee instruL-
bon- has been pursued in a desultory fashion by American
educators for most of the century I here have been several
different concepts of individualization the most presalcnt
interpretation focusing on self-pacing or rate-tailoring I he
impending instru,t ion revolution will shortly bypass the
simplex idea of individualizing instruLtion and move ahead
to the more sophisticated notion of providing "adaptive
instruction" fc- school and college learners. with tows on
the tailoring of subject matter presentations to fit the
special requirements and capabilities of each learner
Essential to the idea of adaptive education is the means of
utilizing new knowledge about individual differences among
learners to bring a highly tailored instructional product to
the student via computer-assisted instruction in which many
identifiable learner variables are taken into account I wo
concomitants to the revolution which seriously concern
college faculty and administrators are adaptation to inineased
heterogeneity in mental ability and school preparation
among college students and a drastic revision in the ap-
proach to learner evaluation and grading practices. Stu-
dent evaluation would he based on the concept that an
achievable mastery criterion exists for each course.

An Investigation into the Differential Effectiveness for
Males and Females of Three CAI Treatments on Delayed
Retention of Mathematics Concepts. ED 034 426.

Lorraine R Gay, Florida State University Tallahassee,
Computer-Assisted Instruction ('enter. 1969, 49 pages
1-.DRS price microfiche 65c. Xerox hard Lopy 53 29

A study was developed to evaluate the effectiveness of a
preinstruction retention index (designed to maxinnze recall
of mathematical concepts by predicting the idiosym.ratic
number of examples per mathematical concept required by
each student) Subjects, 27 female and 26 male eighth
grade students, were administered a retention measure
through computer-assisted instruction (('Al) and randomly
assigned to one of three treatment groups. each providing
similar CAI mathematical concepts and different methods of
determining the number of example. per concept provided
(variable, choice, or fixed) A two-way analy3is of variance,
with sex and treatment group as the independent variables.
was performed. results showed that females in the "varia-
ble" group performed significantly better on retention
measures than did females in "choice" or "fixed" groups.
and that males in the "choice" group performed better on
retention measures than did males in the other two groups
In addition, it was found that the use of tile preinstruction
index resulted in overall better retention for females but
not for males, indicating the possible usefulness of such an
index in mathematics instruction and a need for further
research into the sex variable in retention



Anxiety. Drive Theory, and Computer-Assisted Learning.

Charles D Spielberger and others. Florida State University.
railallassCC,( omputer-Assisted Instruction Center 1970.
6/ pages Available from the National "Fechnical !Min-
'nation Sr e ice, Springfield. Virginia 2 21 51 as Document
1D-714 504 tor 95L in microfiche and S3 in Xerox hard-
copy

Hypotheses about the etteLts of anxiety on performance rn
LomplIter-assisted instruction a Al) were tormulated and
then tested High school students and college students
werc used in the experiments Learning materials were in
the subject% of science, mathematics, psychology, physics
and educational re,earh Two settings were compared a
laboratory setting and a Lomputer-assisted instruction set-
ting An IBM 1500 CAI system was used in the experimen-
tation The tindir,,s supported the Trait-State 1nxiety

heory in the prediction that HA (High Anxiety 1-Trait
subjects will show greater ev duations in A(Anxiety) -State
than LA ( Low Anxiety 1 -frail subjects in learning situations
in which the subject's personal adequacy is evaluated, or
which pose a threat to self - esteem The findings were
also interpreted as generally consistent with the Spence-
I ay lor Drive I heory, although certain results suggested
that the effect% of anxiety on learning may not be the same
for men and women. It was concluded that investigators
should evaluate sex differences in research on anxiety and
learning References arc given

An Investigation of Instructional Treatments and Learner
Characteristics in a Computer-Managed Instruction Course.
Tech Report Number 12. ED 042 360.

Paul D Gallagher. Florida State University. Tallahassee.
Computer-Assisted Instruction Center, 1970, 112 pages
I.DRS price microfiche 5c, Xerox hardcopy 56.58

The intent of t Iv% investigation was to answer a number of
questions in regarl to instructional treatments and learner
characteristics 10 a Computer-Managed Instruction (CMI)
learning environment. Treatments varied in terms of se-
quence of tasks and evaluation of instructional materials
Sequencing was either student-selected or computer-
assigned while evaluation was conducted by an instructor or
by means of a student-computer interaction Analyses were
conducted to identify specific student attitudes. personably
characteristics. and background information related to
course success There were no differences among the four
instructional treatments on any of the four dependent
measures midterm score, final product score, time to com-
plete the course, and system time Further analysis indi-
cated that there was a relationship between specific learner
characteristics and course success. The students who proved
most successful in the course indicated that they liked to he
active in the learning situation, admitted to few feelings
of anxiety, and expressed positive attitudes toward CMI.
A relationship also was found between on-task anxiety
state and performance on task quizzes This investigation
is thought to have laid the groundwork for future tesearch
in the area of CMI
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Research Program on Cognitive Abilities and Learning
Final Report ED 051 669

( V Bunderson and 1 L Dunham, I eXas t'niverso
Austin. Computer-Assisted Instriw. tu) I ab 19-0 5'
pages 1-DRS prke i iL.nkrot ; ie (5c, \erox hardcopy
S3 /9

I ht! major result% and conclusions of a program (it research
concerned primarily with the relationship of cognitive
abilities to learning are summarized I he major purposL ot
this research Was to develop th,orems of instruction related
to the interaction ot task variables and individual ditteremi
variables and to develop them in a manner relevant to the
instructional &signet's task I he studies focused on the
relationship ot cognitive abilities to the learning of concepts
and rules and tc the learning of an imaginary science ot
"Xenograde system 1 he goal was to establish a theoret-
ical and methodological continuum tram simple concept
learning. through the le trning of a complex system ot con-
cepts and rules, to a Set of instructional design procedures
which permit transfer ot this knowledge into practice
On the basis of the studies a model for research in this
area was recommended. cognitive processes relevant for
concept and rule learning were defined and a hypothesis
construction model of simple concept learning was °Whiled
along with proposed theoretical considerations for more
complex concept learning and specific recommendations
for instructional design utilizing differences in intellectual
abilities

A Course of Study and Bibliography for Instruction in
Educational Media Research and Theory. Final Report.
ED 031 950.

William II Allen. 1969, 170 pages I:DRS once microfiche
65e, Xerox hardcopy Sb 58

Organization of this graduate course of study in educational
media research and theory consists primarily of develor ng
a course outiine. providing a single objective and some teach-
ing suggestions and approaches for each unit, and gathering
an extensive bibliography (with specific reference to the
most recent and the most useful sources) Unit I presents
an overview of the litera'ure Unit 2 considers the psychol-
ogy of learning. perception, physiology. and communica-
tion process and information theory. Unit 3. Media Char-
acteristics and ffects, studies the specific characteristics
that different media hold jointly or uniquely five fourth
unit, Message Design and Production, deals with preproduc-
tion testing and evaluation, motion and audio relevance,
repetition, active student response. directed attention and
response guidance, and technical produl tion !actor~ The
fifth unit titled Media Relationships to Instructional
Objectives and Subject Matter, and the sixth unit, Media
Relationships to Learner Characteristics, indicate directions
for much needed research The final unit, Conditions of
Instructional Media Use, applies educattoi.al media to prac-
tical situations Class development of a synthesis and
taxonomy is encouraged

See also Computer Terminal Selection. page 3
Measurement Techniques for Individualized



instruction page 3
t't.tiii) kr Assisted Instruction ot College Physics

pare 5
Use of Comps ter Assisted Instruction for Teaching

Mathematics page 6

FUTURE PROSPECTS AND POLICY

!Viler(' (toes CAI go from here'
Wnat types of polity decisions are most crucial

for effective CAI u'evelopment 7

Computers in Instruction. Their Future for Higher Educa-
tion. ED 052 635.
Roger E Levien, editor, Rand corporation, Santa Monica.

fliforma, 1971, 225 pages Proceedings of a conference on
Computers in Instruction Their Future for Higher Educa-
tion. Santa Monica. October, 1970 EDRS price microfiche
65c, Xerox hardcopy not available from EDRS Also
available from Communications Department, The Rand
Corporation, 1700 Main Street, Santa Monica, California
90406 for $5.

The goal ut this conference was not exchange of informa-
tion but rather, identification of the decisions that should
be made by higher education, industry, and government to
facilitate the valid growth of the instructional use of the
computer Four major questions concerned the conferees
What will be the computer's capabilities and cost? How
will computer services be provided to the campus" How
will instructional materials be provided d How will
higher education be affected by instructional computer use?
The report,, of the conference sessions are divided into
three sections, first, discussions of the range of possible
answers to the major questions. second, reports on the
recommendations developed by the several studies of in-
structior,al computer use that are currently under way or
have been recently completed, and third, specific recom-
mendations for higher education, industry, and govern-
ment

Educational Production Functions for Teacher-Technology
Mixes: Problems and Possibilities. ED 064 900.

Barry D Anderson and Edward Greenberg, Washington
University. St Louis, Missouri Program on Application of
Communication Satellites to Educational Development,
1972, 104 pages. EDRS price microfiche 65c, Xerox
hardcopy $6 58

The use of large-scale delivery systems to transmit informa-
tion and skills to a large number of users at low cost is exam-
ined. A systematic review of past and current experiments
with educational applications of computers and television
is coupled with a study of the social milieu in whichpubhc
schools can be expected to operate in the near future. The
paper divided into four sections. a general overview of the
social conditions which characterize schools today, an over-
view of the many studies which have been done in the use
of television and computers in education, and economic
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analysis of some of the best studies of media use in order
to provide sonic data about the combinations of media and
teacher which could produce a given "educational out-
come, and a summary of findings and itnplications The
report notes that while it is well established that students
Lan learn from both television and computers, studies 11.1c e
not been done with an eye toward an economic product

tuch would allow the determination ot the best
mix to produce a given educational outcomeu.come

Aso tound that certain aspects of the social milieu ot
present day education work against the effective use ot
educational technology

The New Instructional Technologies Are They Worth It?
ED 058 498.

Sidney G Tickton and Sherwood Davidson Kuhn, Academy
for Educational Development, Inc Washington, D C ,
1971, 110 pages EDRS price microfiche 65c. Xerox hard-
copy $6 58

Two 'authors discuss educational technology innovations,
costs, and effectiveness Sidney Tickton summarizes the
CIT report of 1969-70 and new data highlignts from the
present study He recommends that government agency
sponsors of technology projects demand cost and result
information and comparative studies with other systems
presenting identical offerings Sherwood Kohn sets forth
the study objectives: ( I ) probe further into educational
technology cost. and (2) attempt to assess potential benefits
and costs of educational technology innovations Mr
Kohn relates that the costs of educational TV, computer
teaching techniques, and audiovisual aids were reviewed,
the results of technological innovation in "controlled" en-
vironments and in disadvantaged and experimental schools
examined, and the effect of new educational tools and tech-
niques on productivity determined. Data were gathered
from coasultations with over 50 authorities, polls of 90
educational TV stations and 50 State education depart-
ments, searches at ERIC centers for new reports on instruc-
tional technology: and from analysis of reports published by
local school units Data revealed that TV and computers,
because of their cost effectiveness promise, ar being ac-
cepted as teaching tools in crucial areas, and that there
exists a deeper understanding and a greater use of tech-
nology by educators with a corresponding change in empha-
sis from teaching to learning and from mass to individual
instruction, For a 'elated document, see ED 058 473.

Educational Computer Utilization and Computer Com-
munications. ED 057 575.

Jai P. Singh and Robert P Morgan, Washington University,
St Lotus, Missouri. 1971, 101 pages EDRS price micro-
fiche 65c, Xerox hardcopy $6.58

As part of an analysis of educational needs and telecom-
munications requirements for future educational satellite
systems, three studies were carried out 1) The role of the
computer in education was examined and both current
status and future requirements were analyzed Trade-offs



hetweer remote time sharing and remote hatch process
were explored as were trade-offs between on-campus mini-

t rs and shared centralized facilities 2) An analysis
a wide of the various aspects of computer-communications

m. afinE the nature of communication terminals and the
facilities for data-communications 3) The use of com-
munications satellites was examined for providing tele-
communications for computer applications, with the empha-
sis on high-powered satellite systems involving small, inter-
active earth-termmals lhe report concludes that what is
needed to satisfy computing requirements is relatively high-
power dedicated educational satellites capable of operation
with a large number of small earth terminals Although such
a development would require a pooling of a large percen-
tage of educational telecommunications users, the econo-
mies of such a system appear to be attractive ...om pared to
terrestrial-based communications for distances greater than
70 miles

Factors Inhibiting the Use of Computers in Instruc-
tion. ED 069 219

krnest J. Anastasio and Judith S Morgan, Interuniversity
Communications Council, Bethesda. Maryland, 1972,
130 pages EDRS price microfiche 65c, Xerox hardcopy
56.58

Over the past 2 decades the usefulness of the computer
in science and education has been demonstrated by the
rimd growth of applications Striking advances have
been made in data analysis and research through its
use, however, in the direct application of computers to
the instructional process, obstacles still exist between
promise and fulfillment This study seeks to identify
those obstacles that have hindered the development and
acceptance of computer use in instruction, and to sug-
gest means for overcoming them The Delphi Technique
was used to obtain and analyze the judgment of educa-
tional practitioners, theoreticians, hardware and soft-
ware specialists, and evaluators on (a) major impedi-
ments to wider use of computers in instruction, and (h)
actions that might increase acceptance and use of
computer-based instructional materials.

See also: Justifying CAI in Mainline Instruction . page 6
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS

These publications are so new to the national ERR
%y %tem that they have not yet been assigned FD numbers
necessary for ordering To obtain the LD number, you
may write the Stanford Clearinghouse. giving the FM
number listed here As soon as the ED numbers are as-
signed. they will he sent to you The Clearinghouse
address is

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Media and Technology
Stanford Center for Research and Development

in Teaching
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305

CAI Planning and Utilization

Layman's Guide to the Use of Computers (EM 010 581).

Association for Educational Data Systems, 1971, 65
pages. Available from the Association for Educational
Data Systems, 1201 Sixteenth Street N W , Washington,
D.0 20036 for $3 EDRS price microfiche 65c
In this introductory pamphlet, computers are defined,
and the main components of a comnuter system (input.
storage or memory, control, arithmetic logic, and out-
put), the language of the computer and use of computers
in education are iiscussed The latter section considers
computer science, computer-assisted instruction, pro-
gramed instruction, educational games, and use of com-
puters in counseling Examples of programs in each
area are given. A glossary is provided The style is non-
technical and the treatment is brief

U.S. Office of Education Support of Computer
Projects, 1965-1971 (EM 010 665).

Lawrence P. Grayson and Janet B Robbins, Office of
Education, Washington, D C., 1972, 286 pages Avail-
able from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402
as Stock No 1780-0823 for $2.50. EDRS price micro-
fiche 65c, Xerox hardcopy $9.87

Because of the potential of computers for improving
education, the need for educating people about com-
puters, and the major role that the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion (11S0E) has had in fostering the application of
computers in education, it is important that a record be
made of USOE's support of computer and computer-
related projects This report attempts to provide such a
record it considers the growth of computers in educa-
tion. summarizes USOE support, and describes cate-
gories and legislative authority for support A summary
of project information by subject category is followed
by a list of project abstracts organized by legislative
act. The abstracts are listed under the appropriate act,
with information about their sources and support.
Regional Educational Laboratories, Research and Devel-
opment Centers, and ERIC are also described.

I I

The Emerging Technology Instructional Uses of the
Computer in Higher Education

Rogt.r F Levien, ( arnegi Commission on Higher
I duration, Berkeley, Calitorma, and the Ram' ( orricra-
tion, Santa Monica, ( ahlornia, 1972, 585 pages Avail-
able from McGraw-1111E 12.21 Avenue ot the 1mericas,
New York, New York 10020 for $12 50 Not available
from MRS
By presenting a comprehensive non-technical review ot
how computers operate, how extensively and effec-
tively they are used, and w hat they Lost, this hook pro-
vides the lay person substantial information concerning
computers in higher education The major trends in
computer development, past and future, the role ot the
computer in the administrative, research, and instruL-
tion areas of higher eduLation, and the principal methods
of providing computer service are discussed The in-
structional aspect is reviewed in greater detail, dividing
the analysis into three areas the quantitative spread of
computers in the nation's campuses, the technological
range of machines and programs, and the state of the art
in computer-assisted instruction Future prospects for
computers are Lcamined, particularly cost-effectiveness
analyses of not only economics and technology but also
of institutions and attitudes

Case Studies. Secondary Education

Developing Specifications for a Low-Cost Computer
System for Secondary Schools. PREP Report Number
38 (EM 010 837).

George Kleiner, Stevens Institute of Technology,
Hoboken, New Jersey, 1972, 71 pages EDRS price
microfiche 65c, Xerox hardcopy $3 29.

More and more secondary schools are becoming inter-
ested in introducing their students to computers and
computer concepts A central problem for such schools,
however, is obtaining reliable computer service with
capacity for all the students who are interested, but at
a cost the school can afford. Although many schools
use com.nercial or small-scale time-sharing services, pro-
viding computer services to more than a few students
becomes very expensive Accordingly various types of
minicomputer systems arc discussed in relation to the
needs and capabilities of the schools. While a wide
range of features are considered, special attention is
paid to the peripheral equipment whose cost and relia-
bility is so crucial to secondary school computer systems.



Cost Effectiveness Studies

Markets and Models for Large-Scale Courseware Devel-
opment (EM 010 725)

( Vic tor Builder, on, (omputer-AssistL d Instruction
Lab less Unr,:rsity, Austin, 1971, In pages, paper
presented at the t AS. ON Meeting in Washington, I) (
October 6-8, 1971 1 DRS price microfiche 65c, Xerox
hat ..Lop) S3 29

omputer-assisted instruction (CAI) is not making an
important, visible impact the educational system ot
this country I hough its instructional value has been
proven time atter time, the high cost of the hardware and
the lack ot quality courseware is preventing ('Al from
becoming a market success In order for ('Al to reach
its market pot:ntial it must find a new educational tar-
get market 1 ne junior colleges represent the best
market for ('Al because of their increasing enrollments
and their intermediate position between the generally
recalcitrant school districts and the graduate oriented
universities The high cost of hardware is being solved
and all that really remains is for the ('Al industry to
meet the high-volume instruction requirements of the
courseware 1 lie production and dissemination of
courseware will require a new design and development
technology with high quality standards The author
discusses the entire subject of marketing ('Al in depth

Research Trends: interactions Between Student
Characteristics and Varieties of CAI

Studies of instructional Technology Relating to
Computer-Assisted Instruction. Final Report (EM 010
664).

Robert Glaser, Learning Research and Development
Center, Pittsburgh University, 1972, 40 pages LDRS
price microfiche 65c, Xerox hardLopy $3,29

A pro;ect was undertaken to Larry out experimental and
methodological investigations on learning phenomena
and psychometric methods relevant to instructional tech-
nology and computer-assisted instruction. The project's
accomplishments are presented in this report, along
with a listing of reports and products produced, The
work of the project is reported in terms 01 five areas of
effort 1) adaptation of instructional environments to
the learning characteristics of the individual trainee,
2) computer testing, computer algorithms, and languages
for experimental instructional systems, 3) exploration
of techniques fo, learner manipulation of subject mat-
ter, 4) the development of concepts and techniques for
the analysis of subject- (natter structures, and 5) annual
conferences on developments in learning relevant to
,nstruction and dev-lopment,

Learner-Controlled Computer-Assisted 111,4m:tutu
(EM 101 723)

Wilson A Judd, ( omputer-Assisted Instruction
!ex.'s Ini eisit ) , Austin, 19-72, 21 pages paper pre-
sented at the International School on ( °mintier in l du-
cation in PugnoLluuso, Italy July 3-21, 1972 i DRS
rime microfi_he 65L. Xerox bardcom, s; 29

ResearLh on which aspects ot the instructional process
are most appropmitely placed under leainer control is
re\ wwed The review Lmers representative ex peinnents
trom the I L)60's in brief and experiments at the I nivcr-
sity of FCX,IS from 1970 to 1973 in more detail 11-

though it appears that learner control can help in
mainline computer assisted instruLtiol All, the
character sties ot its role have not yet been well defined
1 he research in general has been inconclusive urther
research should focus on individual differences in learner
control Few studies found the expected conclusion
that learner control improves student attitudes How-
ever, one study found tha: learner-control students have
lower scores on a state anxiety scale Research should
determine the conditions under whit h learner control
would reduce student anxiety Finally. it should be
realired that learner control is not as simple an instruc-
tional treatment as Vv,,s first imagined Well controlled
laboratory tests appear better than extensive instruc-
tional sequences as a way to study the conditions under
which learner control is appropriate in CAI

A Study of the Effectiveness of a Computer When Used
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Suspecting that computer-assisted mathematus
tion helps students attain a higher level ot aLluex einem
than normal instruction, the author conducted an ex-
periment in two algebra-trigonometry classes Fitt)-one
"middle ability- students were divided into Imo groups
The computer group used the computer both as com-
putational and teaching tool and as an experimental tool
The experiment revealed that the comet er giotip had
significantly higher achievement levels in the Pediment
of exponential functions, logarithms, and trigonometric
identities and formulas, the undeistanding ot mathemat-
ical concepts and skills, and high and reasoning
However. there was no significant diftereme between the
groups in problem-solving abilit) or in the applik alum ot
mathematical concepts

This publication was prepared pursuant to a contract %%,111
the National Institute of Education, U S department ot
Health, Education, and Welfare Contractors undertaking
such projects under government SpOnsOishlr ale eneoutaged
to express freely their judgment in protessional and teL II-

I .2 meal matters. Points of view or opinions do not, therefore
necessarily represent ,,tticial 1\11- position or polio


